
From:
To: Parking Office
Subject: DD/591/15 Oak Drive and Maple Close
Date: 11 January 2022 13:47:28

We are in full agreement with the proposed double yellow lines as stated.

Many thanks 
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From:
To: Parking Office
Subject: DD/591/15 Oak Drive & Maple Close
Date: 11 January 2022 13:28:03

I am in Favour of Double Yellow Lines.

They would be outside my house and would stop the 
Inconsiderate Parking that makes it difficult to get off my Drive Safely.
It would be a great improvement

.
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From:
To: Parking Office
Subject: DD/591/15
Date: 12 January 2022 12:54:12

Looking again at your map i don't think the Double 
Yellow Lines are on my side of Maple Close they need to be outside no 12 as well or it
will be a waste of time
Problems occur when Traffic is turning left out of Oak Drive when Cars/ Vans are parked
there please review
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From:
To: Parking Office
Subject: Double yellows trees est
Date: 24 January 2022 17:18:00

Good afternoon
I have just seen the new proposals for the corner of
Maple close and oak drive for double yellow lines
One by putting these in it just moves the problem along which is what’s happening all over the estate
We pay a lot of money for our houses and some of us have been here since they were new
Two I park at the side of my property at  oak drive which my front door is on but my back door is on maple
close
So I park nearest as I have a disabled badge and on my bad days can make it hard to park anywhere else my
family have made rear access taking away steps and making my path straight for this reason
So I hope you can take that into account when slapping double yellows on our residential estate and you are
penalising the residents that live on the corners
And yet you are not doing the bottom of oak to bell lane which is far worst
I look forward to your response
Regards

Sent from my iPhone




